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Arranging magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) into highly ordered structures, so-called superlattices or mesocrys-
tals, is of great interest from a fundamental point of view, as the employment of the corresponding coupled
nanoentities introduces additional degrees of freedom to manipulate the overall magnetic characteristics of such
hierarchical materials. Characterizing the associated magnetic interactions on the mesoscopic scale is indispens-
able for obtaining a profound understanding of the relative strengths of the types of interactions involved, such
as dipole-dipole interactions, which affect the collective response of a corresponding mesocrystal. In this paper,
nanoparticles are deposited onto silicon substrates by spin coating, leading to two-dimensional monolayered
structures showing a close-packed hexagonal arrangement. The MNPs consist of iron oxide (magnetite Fe3O4)
and are coated with a nonmagnetic polymer (polystyrene). The MNPs are synthesized such that their diameters
dMNP are tuned in a range between 9 and 18 nm. A precise manipulation of the shell thickness dshell is achieved
by coating the MNPs with polystyrene of different molecular weights. In this fashion, the spacing between
the MNPs, dspacer = 2dshell, is varied in a range between 6 and 14 nm. Within the investigated dspacer range,
dipolar interactions govern the collective properties showing distinct distance-dependent characteristics. As
dspacer increases, the dipolar coupling strength between the MNPs decreases, as deduced from the spectral features
of ferromagnetic resonance experiments. These observations are further corroborated by numerical simulations
of the dynamic properties of appropriate model systems. A comparison of the experimental and theoretical
findings shows that material parameters, such as the magnetization MMNP and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
CMNP of the MNPs, are reduced compared to their bulk values.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When arranging nanometer-sized entities of a material
of well-defined shape, size, geometry, and orientation into
highly ordered, periodic structures, novel macroscopic prop-
erties may arise [1–8]. These properties are not present in the
bulk material, since such nanoparticle arrangements not only
exhibit high order on the atomic scale, but also on the next
higher hierarchical level at the mesoscopic scale [9]. One class
of these hierarchical structures are the so-called mesocrys-
tals, which are composed of nanoparticles (NPs) arranged
on a superlattice [10]. Thus, the properties of the whole NP
arrangement are essentially governed by the NP’s characteris-
tics, their spatial arrangement on a lattice, and the interaction
between the NPs. By arranging NPs into mesocrystals that
extend over macroscopic scales, it is possible to fabricate ma-
terials whose properties are determined by atomic interactions
tuned by confinement on the nanoscale and the interparticle
coupling between them on the mesoscale. From a scientific
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point of view, such structures are of great interest as they offer
knobs on different length scales for a precise tuning of the
interactions in order to adjust the overall magnetic response
according to the needs of an application. As the volume of the
nanometer-sized entities that form the mesocrystal decreases,
surface effects and exchange interactions become increas-
ingly important, while the influence of dipole interactions
decreases [11]. Furthermore, at sizes, which are comparable
to or smaller than the typical interaction lengths in corre-
sponding bulk materials, deviations of the associated material
parameters may arise.

Magnetic mesocrystals are often called magnonic crystals,
when the wavelength of a magnon (the quantized spin wave)
is comparable to the periodicity of the mesocrystal. A variety
of phenomena has been observed in one- [12–14] and two-
dimensional magnonic crystals [13–19], such as the formation
of magnonic bands with tunable band gaps that depend on
the specific materials and geometries used [20]. Magnetic
mesocrystals composed of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs)
are recently in the focus of interest for several reasons. First,
the synthesis of MNPs has reached a level of precision which
enables fabricating ensembles of well-defined MNPs with
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narrow size distributions. Second, the employment of MNPs
may offer the opportunity to extend the investigation of con-
fined magnons to the third spatial dimension [13,20,21].

The dynamic magnetic properties of magnonic crystals are
very sensitive to the underlying periodicity, because the prop-
erties of the nanoentities vary with their size on the nanoscale,
while the interaction between them depends on their spacing.
Experimental investigations concerning the size-dependent
properties of MNPs in nonordered systems have been per-
formed in the past, indicating that the interaction inside MNPs
of a certain size is indeed dominated by exchange interactions
[22,23]. Those authors interpreted their findings on the basis
of excited spin waves inside the MNPs, which are very sensi-
tive to the size of the MNPs. The impact of the MNP size on
the spin waves has been investigated theoretically by a number
of researchers [11,24,25].

As the collective properties of the mesocrystal arise from
the mutual interaction between neighboring MNPs, the spac-
ing between them also has a significant impact on the
macroscopic properties [26–28]. A systematic characteriza-
tion of distance-dependent interactions between MNPs, such
as dipolar coupling, can be performed by varying the spac-
ing between the MNPs in a controlled way and investigating
the magnetic response associated with the collective dynamic
properties of the mesocrystal as a whole. Most investigations
of distance-dependent properties are performed by (zero-)
field-cooled magnetization measurements on both ordered and
randomly arranged MNP structures investigating the real part
[direct current (dc)] of the susceptibility [29–33] or the very
low imaginary part [alternating current (ac)] of the suscep-
tibility [34]. Such studies only allow a characterization of
the predominantly static properties of MNPs, e.g., of the
saturation magnetization MMNP of the MNPs, but dynamic
properties such as the propagation of spin waves and the mag-
netocrystalline anisotropy CMNP cannot be assessed. Dynamic
properties are accessible, e.g., by ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR) experiments where the excitation of the magnetic ma-
terial by microwaves is tuned by an external magnetic field.
So far, only a few studies have used FMR for analyzing the
size- and spacing-dependent properties of MNPs and MNP
ensembles [28,35,36].

The investigation presented in this paper contributes to
a more profound understanding of the collective dynamic
properties of magnetic mesocrystals focusing on the dipolar
coupling between the MNPs. Mesocrystals of defined lattice
constants ameso = dMNP + dspacer = dMNP + 2dshell are investi-
gated. For this purpose, MNPs with different MNP diameters
dMNP and shell thicknesses dshell = dspacer/2 are synthesized
and arranged in close hexagonal monolayer packings. The
dipolar interactions within such mesocrystals can be charac-
terized by performing FMR experiments on a series of such
samples where dMNP and dspacer are varied systematically. The
experimental findings reveal a distinct dependence on both
dMNP and dspacer. By comparing the spectral characteristics
of the MNP mesocrystals with theoretical results obtained
from appropriate model systems, it can be concluded that the
magnetization MMNP as well as the effective magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy CMNP of the MNPs are significantly reduced
compared with their bulk counterpart Mbulk and Cbulk. These
effects are reflected in the values of the external magnetic

TABLE I. Overview of the sample sets investigated. Each set has
been synthesized with defined MNP diameter dMNP and shell thick-
nesses dshell yielding hexagonal mesocrystals with different lattice
constants of the mesocrystal ameso = dMNP + dspacer = dMNP + 2dshell.

Sample set No. dMNP (nm) ameso (nm) dspacer (nm)

1 1-1 15.1 ± 0.9 6.1 ± 0.5
1-2 16.1 ± 0.8 7.1 ± 0.4
1-3 9.0 ± 0.5 16.9 ± 1.8 7.9 ± 0.6
1-4 19.9 ± 1.2 10.9 ± 0.6
1-5 21.7 ± 1.0 12.7 ± 0.5

2 2-1 20.3 ± 1.6 6.1 ± 0.8
2-2 21.8 ± 1.6 7.6 ± 0.8
2-3 14.2 ± 0.9 22.7 ± 1.8 8.5 ± 0.9
2-4 23.9 ± 2.4 9.7 ± 1.2
2-5 25.7 ± 1.7 11.5 ± 0.9

3 3-1 24.3 ± 1.3 6.1 ± 0.7
3-2 27.5 ± 1.8 9.3 ± 0.9
3-3 18.2 ± 1.2 28.5 ± 2.2 10.3 ± 1.1
3-4 29.9 ± 2.4 11.7 ± 1.2
3-5 33.1 ± 2.8 14.9 ± 1.4

field Bres
ext at which the resonance occurs in the FMR spectrum

and its linewidth σ . The systematic changes of the FMR
spectrum on varying dMNP and dspacer can be correlated with
the interparticle interactions by simulating the FMR spectrum
based on an idealized model system of the mesocrystals.

II. METHODS

A. Sample preparation

The magnetic nanoparticles that form the mesocrystal con-
sist of magnetite (Fe3O4) synthesized according to the method
reported previously [37,38]. Three sample sets with MNP
diameters of dMNP = 9.0, 14.2, and 18.2 nm have been syn-
thesized. Polystyrene of different molecular weight was used
as a surface surfactant. The molecular weight determines the
thickness of the surface surfactant shell dshell and thus the
spacing between the surfaces of adjacent MNPs, i.e., dspacer =
2dshell, in ordered hexagonal monolayer mesocrystals [37–40].
The particles have been dispersed in toluene with an appropri-
ate particle concentration in order to ensure a homogeneous
monolayer coverage of the high-resistivity (100) Si substrate
after deposition by spin coating at 1500 rpm for 45 s. The
labeling of the individual samples consists of two digits,
where the first digit (1–3) represents the sample set and the
second (1–5) is associated with the spacer thickness as given
in Table I.

Figure 1 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) im-
age of MNPs of sample 3-2 together with its two-dimensional
(2D) Fourier transform as inset underlining the high degree of
order of the mesocrystal’s nanoentities. The lattice constant
of the mesocrystal ameso as well as the distance between the
MNPs dspacer is extracted from the 2D Fourier transform by
measuring the distance of the reflexes associated with the
superlattice with respect to the central reflex. The extracted
parameters as well as the diameter of the MNPs of each
sample are summarized in Table I. All samples show a close-
packed arrangement of MNPs extending up to the edges of
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FIG. 1. SEM image of a MNP monolayer deposited by spin coat-
ing with appropriate particle concentrations and rotation speed. Inset:
Corresponding Fourier transform of the SEM image, confirming the
high quality of the mesocrystal and its hexagonal order.

the substrate and showing homogeneous monolayer coverage
throughout, except for individually displaced MNPs. No bi-
layers are observed. The typical domain size of hexagonal
close-packings of MNPs is 1–2 μm for all samples.

B. Ferromagnetic resonance setup

FMR experiments have been performed at room tem-
perature using a Bruker ESP 300E spectrometer at X -band
frequencies (≈9.8 GHz). Good signal intensities are achieved
by mounting the samples such that both the vector of the
external static magnetic field �Bext (pointing in the x direction)
and the vector of the external excitation field caused by the
microwave �Bω (pointing in the z direction) lie in the sample
plane. This configuration yields optimal coupling of the mi-
crowave field with the sample, since the collective oscillations
are excited in the direction of the magnetic easy axis of the
thin film [41].

C. Theoretical modeling approach

Simulations of the magnetic response of the sample struc-
tures using an appropriate model system are a powerful tool
for evaluating and interpreting the experimental findings. We
use software based on a numerical integration of the equa-
tion of motion of each magnetic moment to simulate the
associated absorption spectra (corresponding to an integrated
ferromagnetic resonance spectrum) of different mesocrystals.
For details of the employed program code, we refer the
reader to our previous publications [42,43]. Here, we consider
the dipole interaction and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
only, as the collective properties of MNP mesocrystals are
predominantly determined by these interactions [44–46]. In

principle, surface anisotropy effects may also have an impact
on the overall characteristics. However, they play only a mi-
nor role in our samples due to the following reasons. (1) Its
net contribution to the total anisotropy vanishes due to the
highly spherical shape of the MNPs [47,48]. (2) The surface
anisotropy only affects exchange resonance modes, but not
the uniform Kittel mode, which is probed in this work [11].
(3) The strong exchange interaction across misfit dislocations
within the MNPs superimposes potential surface effects [49].

Using the following simulation parameters as a start-
ing point to describe magnetite (Fe3O4), the magnetization
is MMNP = Mbulk = 4.8 × 105 A/m, the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy constant CMNP = Cbulk = −1.1 × 104 J/m3, and
the empirical intrinsic damping parameter α = 0.01 are set to
those reported for the bulk material [50]. Calculating the cor-
responding energies for the dipole-dipole interaction Edd and
magnetocrystalline anisotropy Eaniso, it follows that Eaniso/Edd

ranges between 0.4 and 2.5 for the investigated samples.
These values are well below the critical value of ≈100 for
collective behavior to occur [44,46]. Thus, in conjunction with
previous investigations [45], the properties of the investigated
MNP assembly are essentially collective and of a dipolar
nature. A discussion of the above-mentioned simplification
about the simulation approach and additional considerations
about the collective behavior are given in the Supplemental
Material [51]. Since we observe deviations between the the-
oretical modeling using the bulk material parameters and the
experimental findings, the magnetization and anisotropy con-
stant for the MNPs MMNP and CMNP are varied systematically
between 1/8 and 1 of the bulk value in order to obtain the best
agreement with the experimental FMR spectra.

To model 2D MNP monolayers, each MNP is represented
by an individual point dipole. These point dipoles with a
magnetic moment proportional to the MNP volume are ar-
ranged in an infinitely extended monolayer of hexagonal order
with the lattice constant ameso reflecting the periodicity of
the mesocrystal. Assuming an infinitely extended thin film,
the force resulting from the external magnetic field and the
dipolar interactions between MNPs acting on an individual
dipole is the same for all dipoles. Thus, also the time evolution
of a magnetic moment �m(�r, t ) (where �r denotes the position
vector and t the time) is the same for all dipoles (i.e., MNPs).
Therefore, it is sufficient to simulate the oscillation of a single
point dipole at the origin and to extrapolate its precessional
motion �m0(�r0, t ) to the surrounding point dipoles �mi(�ri, t ).
The dipole field caused by the surrounding magnetic moments
�mi(�ri, t ) acting on the magnetic moment at the origin �m0(�r0, t )
is then calculated in each time step using the corresponding
position vectors �ri of all surrounding magnetic moments and
their extrapolated orientations �mi(�ri, t ) = �m0(�r0, t ). As the
dipole-dipole interaction decays with 1/r3 (where r denotes
the distance between two dipoles), the associated magnetic
dipole field Bdd caused by the surrounding MNPs converges
for r → ∞ in a 2D system, which allows a truncation of the
interaction at a radius Rmax. The corresponding radius used for
the simulations presented here is Rmax = 10ameso. A validation
of this estimation along with an explanation of deriving the
behavior of the surrounding point dipoles �mi(�ri, t ) from the
time dependence of a central dipole �m0(�r0, t ) is given in the
Supplemental Material [51]. Varying the spacing between the
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FIG. 2. (a) Measured FMR spectra of sample set 2 with MNP
diameters dMNP of 14.2 nm and spacing between the MNPs ranging
from 6.1 to 11.5 nm. (b) Measured FMR spectra of sample S1-1,
S2-1, and S3-1 with constant dspacer of 6.1 nm and a variation of
dMNP of 9, 14.2, and 18.2 nm. The arrows indicate the changes of
the resonance position Bres

ext with increasing dspacer and dMNP in the top
and bottom graph, respectively.

point dipoles and analyzing its impact on the spectral features
provides insight into the distance-dependent collective prop-
erties of the mesocrystal.

III. RESULTS

A. FMR experimental results

Figure 2(a) shows five typical FMR spectra obtained from
sample set 2. All mesocrystals consist of MNPs with a diam-

eter dMNP of 14.2 nm. The spacing dspacer between the MNPs
varies from 6.1 to 11.5 nm throughout the series. Figure 2(b)
depicts FMR spectra of three MNP arrangements with par-
ticle sizes dMNP ranging from 9 to 18.2 nm, while keeping
dspacer constant at 6.1 nm. The arrows indicate the spectral
changes that occur with increasing dspacer and increasing dMNP

in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. It is clearly visible that the
spectral features depend on both dspacer and dMNP. Increasing
dspacer at constant dMNP causes a shift to higher-field strengths
of the external field Bres

ext, at which the resonance occurs. Keep-
ing the spacing between the MNPs constant and increasing
their size, a shift of Bres

ext to lower-field strengths is observed.
In addition, samples of set 3 with dMNP = 18 nm show a
significantly larger linewidth σ of their FMR spectra com-
pared to those of the samples with smaller MNP sizes of set
1 (dMNP = 9 nm) and 2 (dMNP = 14 nm), whose linewidths
are approximately the same. In order to analyze the impact
of dspacer and dMNP on the spectral features in more detail, all
spectra are fitted with the derivative of a single Lorentzian
curve, since only a single resonance is observed. Here we
chose the following form,

L(Bext ) = A0√
4σ 2B2

ext + (
Bres

ext
2 − B2

ext

)2
(1)

and thus

dL

dBext
= A0

2Bext
(
Bres

ext
2 − B2

ext − 2σ 2
)

[(
B2

ext − Bres
ext

2
)2 + 4B2

extσ
2
]3/2 , (2)

where A0 is the signal intensity, σ the linewidth, Bres
ext the field

strength at which the resonance occurs, and Bext the external
field strength.

The extracted spectral parameters for each sample, i.e.,
the intensity A0, the linewidth σ expt, and the resonance field
Bres,expt

ext , are summarized in Fig. 3. The lattice constant of
the mesocrystal, ameso, is shown on the bottom abscissa and
the corresponding distance between the MNPs, dspacer, on the
upper abscissa. The upper panels depict the dependence of the
resonance fields Bres,expt

ext on dspacer for all three sample sets,
while the lower panels show the dependence of the signal

FIG. 3. Dependence of the experimentally observed resonance field Bres,expt
ext , the spectral linewidth σ expt, and the FMR intensity on the

spacing between the MNPs dspacer for all three sample sets. Results from sample sets 1–3 are shown in (a)–(c), respectively. While the signal
intensity and Bres,expt

ext increase with increasing dspacer, σ expt decreases with increasing dspacer for all sample sets. Colored arrows indicate the
ordinate corresponding to data points of the same color. The colored straight lines are guides to the eye.
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intensity (left ordinate) and the linewidth (right ordinate) on
the spacing between the MNPs. The fitting confirms quantita-
tively the observation by visual analysis of Fig. 2 concerning
the dependence on dspacer for fixed dMNP: (1) The exper-
imentally observed resonance field Bres,expt

ext increases with
increasing dspacer, (2) the signal intensity increases with in-
creasing dspacer, and (3) the linewidth σ expt remains unchanged
with increasing dspacer. Furthermore, comparing the spectral
features between the different sample sets, i.e., different dMNP,
two more characteristics are observed: (4) The linewidths of
the FMR spectra of sample set 3 are significantly larger than
those of the FMR spectra of sample sets 1 and 2 and (5) the
resonance field Bres,expt

ext decreases with increasing dMNP.
First, we discuss the dependence of Bres,expt

ext on dspacer.
Bres,expt

ext is determined by the resonance condition following
from the equation of motion, the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
equation [55]. Neglecting the damping term, Kittel has de-
rived the resonance condition for a thin film [41]. As the
demagnetizing tensor for a mesocrystal may be quite complex
[56,57], but is very similar for all monolayer samples, we
simplify the resonance condition as follows:

ωext

γ
=

√
Btot(Btot + μ0Mfilm)

=
√(

Bres
ext + Bint

)(
Bres

ext + Bint + μ0Mfilm
)

≈ Bres
ext + Bdd. (3)

ωext is the angular excitation frequency of the external mi-
crowave source, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the MNPs,
μ0 the magnetic constant, Bres

ext the external magnetic field
at which the resonance occurs, Bint accounts for additional
magnetic field contributions arising internally due to local
magnetic interactions between the MNPs, and Mfilm the mag-
netization averaged over the entire film volume. Neglecting
Mfilm is justified, since in the case of MNP monolayers, it
is much smaller than the magnetization MMNP of spherical
particles comprising it. It scales with the ratio dMNP/dspacer and
the packing density of the MNPs. Thus, Mfilm is only ≈13%
of MMNP for sample 1-1 with dMNP = 9 nm and dspacer = 6 nm
and Mfilm ≈ 4% of MMNP for sample 1-5 with the same MNP
diameter but a larger spacing of dspacer = 12.7 nm. Btot is the
magnetic field acting on the magnetic moment at resonance,
which is a superposition of the external static field Bres

ext and the
local internal field Bint. This internal field contribution results
mainly from the dominant dipolar interaction Bdd between
neighboring MNPs and has a minor contribution of the mag-
netocrystalline anisotropy field within the individual MNPs.
Due to the fixed excitation frequency ωext of the microwave,
Btot and thus also Bres

ext are constant. Thus, dspacer-dependent
properties are predominantly governed by the characteristic
1/r3 dependence of Bdd, where r is the distance between the
two dipoles. This implies that Bdd decreases with increasing
spacer distance dspacer. Consequently, the resonance fields de-
duced from the experiments Bres,expt

ext must increase to fulfill
the resonance condition [Eq. (3)]. From the upper panels of
Fig. 3, it can be concluded that Bres,expt

ext indeed increases with
increasing dspacer as this behavior is observed for all three
sample sets.

Second, as the dipolar coupling decreases with increasing
spacing dspacer, demagnetization effects forcing the magnetic
moments of the MNPs into the film plane become less signif-
icant, allowing them to oscillate with larger amplitudes and
thus absorb more energy of the microwave field driving them
externally. As a result, the intensity of the signal increases
with increasing dspacer.

Third, the internal damping of the precessional motion of
the MNPs magnetization reflected by the linewidth parame-
ter σ expt does not depend on the spacing dspacer between the
MNPs. This suggests that the internal damping is primarily
determined by the internal structure of the MNPs rather than
by their mutual dipolar interaction.

Prior to analyzing the findings (4) and (5), it is necessary to
discuss some general aspects of the particle synthesis. As the
synthesis protocols of samples with different MNP diameters
vary in terms of the reaction time and temperature [37,38], dif-
ferences in the internal structure of the particles between the
sample sets may occur due to different synthesis conditions.
Previous investigations indicate that the magnetization of the
MNPs is crucially affected by lattice imperfections within the
MNPs [49]. In addition, as the size of the MNPs increases,
different oxidation states of the iron ions may be observed
[37], resulting in increased inhomogeneities that affect the
internal damping of the magnetization oscillation.

Thus, fourth, when comparing the linewidths σ expt of sam-
ple sets 1 and 2 with MNP diameters of dMNP = 9 and 14 nm,
it can be seen that σ expt is approximately constant, suggesting
that the degree of internal disorder within the MNPs of diam-
eters ranging from dMNP = 9 to 14 nm is quite similar. This
is in good agreement with the only slightly higher synthe-
sis temperature of 330 ◦C for dMNP = 14 nm compared with
320 ◦C for dMNP = 9 nm. Sample set 3 shows significantly
wider lines, suggesting an increased internal damping. Taking
into account that the degree of the MNP ordering is similar
for all three sample sets, the significantly increased damping
associated with a broader linewidth σ expt for sample set 3
indicates that there is an increased internal disorder present
within the MNPs of sample set 3 compared to those of sets 1
and 2. Whether the larger internal disorder of the MNPs with
dMNP = 18 nm is due to the even higher synthesis temperature
of 350 ◦C is not clear.

Fifth, as the diameter dMNP of the MNP increases, its to-
tal magnetic moment also increases as it is proportional to
the MNP volume. Thus, the dipole field Bdd increases with
increasing dMNP, resulting in a decrease of Bres

ext to fulfill the
resonance condition [Eq. (3)] and the damping of the oscilla-
tion is expected to increase with increasing dipolar coupling
[58].

B. Theoretical modeling results

The results of the theoretical simulations based on the
bulk magnetization of magnetite and neglecting the magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy are shown in Fig. 4. The simulations
are performed to obtain a better understanding of the impact
of dipolar interaction on the spectral features of the FMR
experiments of the mesocrystals. Figure 4(a) shows modeled
absorption spectra (corresponding to an integrated FMR spec-
trum). The magnetic moment of each MNP corresponds to a
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FIG. 4. (a) Measured absorption spectra (corresponding to an
integrated FMR spectrum) of sample 1-4 (dashed green curve)
and simulated absorption spectra (shown by continuous curves) of
mesocrystals consisting of MNPs with a diameter of dMNP = 9 nm.
Three different lattice constants are simulated ranging from ameso =
11 to 40 nm. (b) Corresponding line-shape parameters of the simu-
lated spectra, such as the resonance field Bres,theo

ext , the linewidth σ theo,
and the intensity in dependence on the spacer distance dspacer.

volume with a diameter of dMNP = 9 nm. The lattice constant
of the mesocrystal is varied between ameso = 11 and 40 nm.
The spectral parameters are extracted by fitting the calcu-
lated absorption spectra by single Lorentzian line shapes. In
qualitative agreement with the experimental findings shown
in Fig. 3, the extracted spectral parameters from the simula-
tions depicted in Fig. 4(b) show that Bres,theo

ext and the signal
intensity increase with increasing dspacer, while the linewidth
σ theo remains almost unchanged.

However, despite good qualitative agreement of the simula-
tions with the experiments, quantitative deviations occur. For
example, the comparison of the resonance field and linewidth
obtained by experiment and theory for a 2D mesocrystal of

MNPs with dMNP = 9 nm and ameso = 20 nm in Fig. 4(a)
shows that the experimental spectrum (dashed green curve)
is much broader than the simulated one (continuous green
curve). In addition, the calculated resonance field is signif-
icantly lower than that deduced from the experiments. The
same holds for all other samples. At first sight, a likely reason
is the neglect of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. However,
as we will show in what follows this is not sufficient. In fact,
it turns out that the material parameters, in particular of the
values of the magnetization MMNP and the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy constant CMNP of the MNPs, must be reduced with
respect to the corresponding bulk values of magnetite in order
to obtaining a satisfactory description of the experimental
data. In order to adequately account for the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy in the simulations, the random distribution of the
crystal orientations of the MNPs with respect to the direction
of the magnetic field has to be taken into account. For this
purpose, a set of simulations with different orientations of
Bext with respect to the principal axis of the MNPs has been
performed. In each simulation, all MNPs exhibit the same
orientation of their principal axes. The resonance field Bres,theo

ext
and the linewidth σ theo in the presence of a random distribu-
tion of orientations of the MNPs can be estimated by the mean
value of all resonance fields and the corresponding standard
deviation of such a set of calculations. Furthermore, the cal-
culations were not only performed for the bulk values for the
magnetization Mbulk and magnetocrystalline anisotropy Cbulk,
but also varied systematically assuming pairs of parameters
MMNP and CMNP.

Figure 5(a) shows the effective resonance fields Bres,theo
ext

and Fig. 5(b) the simulated effective linewidths σ theo for a
2D mesocrystal of MNPs with dMNP = 9 nm and dspacer = 11
nm obtained by the simulations. The ratios MMNP/Mbulk and
CMNP/Cbulk are both varied between 1/8 and 1. The values of
Bres,theo

ext and σ theo are plotted in dependence on MMNP/Mbulk

and CMNP/Cbulk in the form of relief plots in Figs. 5(a) and
5(b). Both Bres,theo

ext and σ theo vary in a wide range as a function
of MMNP/Mbulk and CMNP/Cbulk. The hatched regions in both
relief plots indicate where the theoretical values are in agree-
ment with typical experimental values, i.e., those of sample
1-4 [shown in Fig. 3(a)]. The widths of the hatched regions
in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) are defined by the uncertainties of the
line-shape fitting of the experimental spectrum of sample 1-4.
For both quantities, Bres,theo

ext and σ theo, there is a range of
value pairs (MMNP/Mbulk and CMNP/Cbulk) where the simulated
values match the experiment, i.e., no decisive conclusion can
be drawn from the individual relief plots. However, there is a
much narrower parameter window of value pairs (MMNP/Mbulk

and CMNP/Cbulk) where agreement with both experimental
values Bres,expt

ext and σ expt is achieved within the experimental
uncertainties. This parameter window is depicted in Fig. 5(c)
as the intersection of the two hatched regions of Figs. 5(a) and
5(b). It can be concluded that a good agreement with experi-
ment is obtained when the magnetization MMNP of the MNPs
is reduced to approximately 40%–60% and the anisotropy
constant CMNP to approximately 30%–65% with respect to
their bulk values.

Similar comparisons between experiment and simulations
have been carried out for a sample of set 2 with dMNP = 14 nm
and dspacer = 11 nm and for a sample of set 3 with dMNP = 18
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FIG. 5. (a) Effective resonance field Bres,theo
ext for different pairs (MMNP,CMNP) of parameters for dMNP = 9 nm. The magnetization

MMNP/Mbulk is ranging from 1/8 to 1 and the anisotropy constant CMNP/Cbulk is ranging from 1/8 to 1. The hatched area corresponds to pairs
(MMNP,CMNP), which are in concordance with the experimental findings shown in Fig. 3(a) for dMNP = 9 nm. (b) Corresponding parameters for
σ theo. Again, the hatched area corresponds to pairs (MMNP,CMNP), which are in concordance with the experimental findings. (c) The intersection
of the hatched areas of (a) and (b) enables an estimation of the reduced material parameters for the investigated MNPs of approximately
40%–60% for MMNP and 30%–65% for CMNP with respect to their bulk values. (d)–(f) depict the corresponding parameter variation of MMNP

and CMNP for dMNP = 14 nm, indicating a reduction of approximately 55%–85% for MMNP and 35%–80% for CMNP with respect to the bulk.
(g)–(i) depict the parameter variation for particles with dMNP = 18 nm.

nm and dspacer = 11 nm. The results of the former compar-
ison are given in Figs. 5(d)–5(f) and those of the latter in
Figs. 5(g)–5(i).

In the case of the sample of set 2 with dMNP = 14 nm,
we also find a reduction of MMNP and CMNP, but not as pro-
nounced as observed for the sample of set 1 with dMNP = 9
nm. Best agreement is obtained for a magnetization ratio
MMNP/Mbulk of approximately 55%–85% and of CMNP/Cbulk

of about 35%–80%.
In the case of the sample of set 3 with dMNP =

18 nm, the best agreement is obtained for a magnetiza-
tion ratio MMNP/Mbulk of approximately 20%–30% and of
CMNP/Cbulk of about 80%–100%. Although a reduction of
both MMNP/Mbulk and CMNP/Cbulk is somewhat expected even
in ideal structures, since atoms close to the surface of the
MNPs are expected to behave differently than atoms close
to the center of the MNP as the surface-to-volume ratio is
size dependent, the results are at first sight surprising. In ideal

structures, both parameters MMNP and CMNP must approach
the corresponding bulk values with increasing dMNP and the
ratios MMNP/Mbulk and CMNP/Cbulk should approach 1 and not
decrease again as observed for the 18 nm MNPs. Thus, the
observed behavior of MMNP/Mbulk and CMNP/Cbulk must reflect
structural defects. For example, it is suggested in Ref. [49] that
misfit dislocations within the individual MNPs may cause a
reduction of MMNP with respect to Mbulk.

The investigations presented here not only reproduce the
findings of Ref. [49] for dMNP = 9 nm, but also provide ad-
ditional insight into the dependence of the parameters MMNP

and CMNP on the particle diameter dMNP and deviations from
structural ideality. A detailed consideration of the effect of
the variation of the surface-to-volume ratio as a function of
particle diameter dMNP in ideal structures is given in the Sup-
plemental Material [51]. The results for MMNP and CMNP for
the samples with dMNP = 9 nm (set 1) and dMNP = 14 nm (set
2) are in good agreement with the anticipated dependence
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on the surface-to-volume ratio, whereas the values for the
MNPs with dMNP = 18 nm (set 3) strongly deviate from the
expectation. The observed deviations for MNPs with dMNP =
18 nm strongly suggest increased structural differences com-
pared with MNPs of a smaller diameter. Unfortunately, we
cannot clarify the origin of the lower structural quality of the
samples prepared from MNPs with diameters dMNP > 14 nm.
Possible reasons are a higher fraction of MNPs with misfit
dislocations, more point defects, i.e., iron ions of other oxi-
dation states [37], or the onset of magnetic domain formation
within the MNPs. However, we can state that accounting for
dipolar interactions between the MNPs, magnetocrystalline
anisotropy, and surface-to-volume ratio effects in the model-
ing gives a good description of ordered MNP monolayers for
dMNP � 14 nm, but is not sufficient for MNP monolayers with
dMNP � 18 nm.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, our results show that magnetic nanoparticles
deposited into highly ordered mesocrystals exhibit a distinct
dependence of their collective magnetic properties on the
size of the magnetic nanoparticles and the spacing between
them. This confirms that the dipolar coupling between the
nanoentities on the mesoscopic scale has an impact on the
macroscopic dynamic properties of the whole mesocrystalline
film. Performing simulations, in which point dipoles represent

the MNPs, confirm the experimental findings. Such studies
carefully conducted, from both the experimental and theo-
retical points of view, provide insight into deviations from
the material parameters in nanoparticles with respect to the
corresponding bulk material. Such studies are helpful for
evaluating the internal structural quality of the employed mag-
netic nanoparticles and their spacing-dependent interactions
and constitute important steps towards the fabrication of 3D
mesocrystals out of MNPs. In particular, this holds for MNPs
with dMNP � 14 nm, which only exhibit moderate effects of
disorder induced by dislocations and grain boundaries. Thus,
FMR in conjunction with micromagnetic simulations proves
to be a powerful tool for the evaluation of MNP mesocrystals
and shows distinct advantages compared to other (dc) tech-
niques.
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